Report on Deferred Proposals to Alter and Discontinue
Names:
Rocky Bay (locality/village) [alteration from Omiha (locality/village)]
Rocky Bay (bay)
[alteration from Omiha Bay]
Whakanewha Bay
[alteration from Rocky Bay (Whakanewha Bay)
including its extent]

Omiha (locality/village)
Omiha Bay (bay)

[discontinue Omiha (locality/village)]
[discontinue Omiha Bay (bay)]

Features located approximately 6km southeast of Oneroa, Waiheke Island

MAP1
NZTopo50-BA33
Crown copyright reserved

Rocky Bay (locality)

Rocky Bay

SUMMARY
This ‘Deferral Report’:
•

outlines the earlier proposals made and reported to the NZGB at its
meeting on 28 September 2016,

•

notes the actions that the NZGB sought at that meeting,

•

describes what subsequently happened, and

•

presents the findings with new recommendations and options.

The proposals are to alter three existing recorded names:

1

-

Omiha to Rocky Bay (for the locality/village),

-

Omiha Bay to Rocky Bay (for the bay),

-

Rocky Bay (Whakanewha Bay) to Whakanewha Bay, with a
redefined extent,
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The proposals are also to discontinue (‘expunge’ as referred to by the
proposer) Omiha (for the locality/village) and Omiha Bay (for the bay) ‘from
the record’, ie to remove the names from the Gazetteer so they are no
longer discoverable.
At its meeting on 28 September 2016 the NZGB decided to defer any
consideration of the proposals to complete consultation with the Council and
iwi. The NZGB requested that the NZGB Secretariat consult with mana
whenua and the relevant local authority.
On 15 February 2017 Waiheke Local Board agreed to refer any further
consideration on the proposals to the NZGB’s statutory process, to gauge
the public’s views. The Waiheke Local Board cited concerns of confusion
between the names Omiha and Rocky Bay for postal services, and
emergency response.
On 25 March 2017 Ngāti Paoa advised that it supports retaining the existing
Māori name for Omiha (locality/village and bay), and provided some
possibilities for the meaning and origin of the name.
While the proposer has provided substantial evidence showing the local use
of Rocky Bay for the locality/village, there is also documentary evidence
showing the use of ‘Omiha’ historically and presently. However, making the
locality/village an official name (whether ultimately Rocky Bay or Omiha)
would help resolve the longstanding ambiguity, and so there is merit in
proceeding to public consultation with Rocky Bay for the locality/village.

SECRETARIAT RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation 1

Accept the proposal to alter the existing recorded name Omiha
(locality/village) to Rocky Bay (locality/village), based on:
(i)

the need to resolve ambiguity over the correct name for the
locality/village to ensure non-ambiguous addressing, which may assist
communication with emergency services,
(ii) evidence of current and historical use of the name Rocky Bay for the
locality (at least 91 years), and
(iii) the need to test local community views, notwithstanding that there is
also evidence of Omiha (locality/village) being in long term and
present use,
and
Note that Waiheke Local Board have referred the proposals to the NZGB
to conduct public consultation, with the belief there is merit in testing the
proposals,
and
Recognising that Ngāti Paoa support retaining the existing name Omiha,
and
Note that a Te Taura Whiri i te Reo Māori registered translator has
confirmed the orthography as Ōmiha,
and
Note that under s.19(2) of NZGB Act 2008 the NZGB may obtain further
information necessary to determine a proposal, including additional rounds
of public consultation if the proposal changes as a result of submissions
received,
and
Notify as a proposal to alter for three months in terms of s.16 of the
NZGB Act 2008.
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AND
Recommendation 2

Decline the proposal to alter the existing recorded name Omiha Bay to
Rocky Bay, for the small bay at NZTopo50-BA33 837231, based on
evidence of long term, current and historical use of Omiha Bay for the
feature (at least 95 years), notwithstanding that there is evidence of
Rocky Bay (for the bay) also being in long term use,
and
Note that Waiheke Local Board made no specific comments on the name
of the bay,
and
Recognising that Ngāti Paoa support retaining the existing name Omiha
Bay,
and
Note that a Te Taura Whiri i te reo Māori registered translator has advised
that the spelling is Ōmiha.

AND
Recommendation 3

Decline the proposal to alter the existing recorded name Rocky Bay
(Whakanewha Bay) to Whakanewha Bay, with a redefined extent for the
easternmost part of the wider bay only, centred at grid reference
NZTopo50-BA33 846229, based on extensive documentary evidence that
both parts of the dual name Rocky Bay (Whakanewha Bay) have
historically applied to the entire bay area, with historic use of both names
for the wider bay recorded on documents for at least 157 and 178 years
respectively,
and
Note that Waiheke Local Board made no specific comments on the name
of the bay,
and
Note that Ngāti Paoa have not provided any views about the Whakanewha
name,
and
Note that (i) there may be merit in altering Rocky Bay (Whanakenwha
Bay) to Whakanewha Bay, or to the dual name Rocky Bay /
Whakanewha in the modern format, for the entire bay, pending the
NZGB’s or Minister for Land Information’s decisions on the locality/village
and the small bay names, and (ii) that a Te Taura Whiri i te reo Māori
accredited translator has confirmed the orthography of Whakanewha.

AND
Recommendation 4

Decline the two proposals to discontinue (‘expunge’) the existing
recorded names Omiha (locality/village) and Omiha Bay (bay) from the
NZGB’s records, based on:
(i)

the names not being ‘errors’, because they meet the definition of
Recorded names under s.4 NZGB Act 2008,
(ii) evidence that the locality was established as ‘Omiha Beach Estate’,
with Omiha Bay named at the same time,
(iii) documentary evidence that the two Omiha names have been in
continuous use for the features since at least 1922 (95 years), and
(iv) noting that the NZGB does not have any powers to ‘expunge’ place
names, but it may discontinue names.
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OPTIONS
Option 5 (replaces
Recommendation 2)

Accept the proposal to alter the existing recorded name Omiha Bay to
Rocky Bay, for the small bay at NZTopo50-BA33 837231, based on:
(i)

resolving ambiguity as to what the correct name is for the feature,
which may aid maritime safety, communication with emergency
services, the local community, and recreational users,
(ii) evidence of current and historical use of the name Rocky Bay for the
bay feature, notwithstanding that there is also evidence of Omiha Bay
being in long term use (at least 95 years), and
(iii) the need to test local community views,
and
Note that Waiheke Local Board made no specific comments on the name
of the bay,
and
Despite Ngāti Paoa support to retain the original Māori name, Omiha,
and
Note that a Te Taura Whiri i te Reo Māori registered translator has
confirmed the orthography as Ōmiha,
and
Note that under s.19(2) NZGB Act 2008 the NZGB may obtain further
information necessary to determine a proposal, including additional rounds
of public consultation, if the proposal changes as a result of submissions
received,
and
Notify as a proposal to alter for three months in terms of s.16 of the
NZGB Act 2008.
Option 6 (replaces
Recommendation 1)

Decline the proposal to alter the existing recorded name Omiha
(locality/village) to Rocky Bay (locality/village), based on:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

long term use on maps, charts, and databases,
documentary evidence of current local use,
no apparent issues for emergency services or postal delivery, and
mana whenua supporting the existing Māori name.

DRAFT NZGB MINUTES 28 SEPTEMBER 2016
NZGB Discussion
The NZGB noted the information and report provided (LinZone ID
A2681975). The NZGB noted that the proposer had made direct contact
with a NZGB member, who suggested to him that the proposal be put to the
NZGB. The NZGB noted that the problem appeared to be with New Zealand
Post and could resolve itself once postcodes are in full use.
The NZGB noted that there was no response from Te Puni Kōkiri regarding
consultation with mana whenua and that many iwi including Te Arawa
would have an interest. The NZGB noted that the proposer has done his
own research on original Māori names and has not provided any evidence of
consultation with local iwi or the local community. The NZGB noted that a
reasonable case has been put in relation to the village but agreed that this
was not a priority for the NZGB. The NZGB agreed to defer the proposal to
seek iwi and Auckland Council’s views.
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Resolution
The NZGB agreed to DEFER for iwi and Auckland Council’s views.

ACTIONS SINCE THE SEPTEMBER 2016 NZGB MEETING
Prior to the NZGB’s 28 September 2016 meeting the NZGB Chairperson
waived minimum requirements for consultation, to include the proposals on
the agenda.
The NZGB resolved to defer the proposals to consult with mana whenua and
local government.

Consultation
with Local
Council –
Waiheke Local
Board

The Secretariat contacted Auckland Council and Waiheke Local Board on 27
October 2016.
On 28 October 2016, Waiheke Local Board advised that it could consider the
proposals at its first meeting (following October Local Board elections) on
24 November 2016.
On 8 November 2016 Waiheke Local Board requested copies of the proposal
report and supporting information that the NZGB had considered. The NZGB
Secretariat provided these documents.
On 1 December 2016 Waiheke Local Board advised that it had informally
considered the proposals on 10 November 2016. It requested advice on
what the NZGB’s process expected from it, as conducting their own
research or consultation would be a strain on resources. The Local Board
suggested it could conduct public consultation in tandem with consultation
on the Local Board’s plan in March/April 2017.
On 24 January 2017 the NZGB Secretary advised Waiheke Local Board that
there was no statutory obligation for any Council or Local Board to do
anything regarding geographic name proposals. The NZGB Secretary
advised that should the NZGB accept the proposals the Local Board could
raise awareness of the consultation process and invite submissions.
On 15 February 2017 Waiheke Local Board advised:
‘The Waiheke Local Board have agreed to refer it to NZGB to progress and,
if necessary, gauge public views.
The board have heard informally from a number of residents about
confusion around Omiha/Rocky Bay during emergency situations and postal
confusion so it appears there would be merit in further investigation.’

Engagement by
the proposer
with Waiheke
Local Board

On 2 February 2017 the proposer presented his proposals to Waiheke Local
Board. Minutes and attachments are available on Auckland Council’s
website.2
On 2 February 2017 the proposer advised that some members of Waiheke
Local Board were supportive of his proposals. The proposer advised that
they discussed the issue of emergency services being able to quickly and
accurately identify a location from its geographic name. The proposer
advised that local residents had experienced delays when identifying their
location as ‘Rocky Bay’ and not ‘Omiha’.
[Refer to the additional consultation and research blocks below].

2

http://infocouncil.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Open/2017/02/WHK_20170202_MIN_7147_WEB.htm last accessed 16
March 2017
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Consultation
with iwi – Ngāti
Paoa

Because of workloads at the Auckland office of Te Puni Kōkiri (TPK) it was
unable to undertake consultation with iwi. At its meeting on 28 September
2016 the NZGB requested that the Secretariat undertake consultation
directly with mana whenua.
On 31 January 2017 TPK advised the Secretariat to contact the Treaty
negotiators for Ngāti Paoa, as Ngāti Paoa had ‘the greatest interest’ in
Waiheke Island. TPK advised that Ngāti Paoa could advise if other iwi should
be involved.
On 1 February 2017 the Secretariat contacted Ngāti Paoa’s Treaty
Negotiators by email and by phone. On 2 February 2017 Ngāti Paoa advised
it would contact other iwi with an interest in the area and provide their
views by mid-March 2017.
On 25 March 2017 Ngāti Paoa advised:
‘Ngaati Paoa experts have carefully considered the name change request
and have decided to stay with the Maaori name used 'Omiha'.
Our rationale Omiha was used as a basis for naming the bay because of an
old Māori whare there (named after / belonging to one of the local people).
Given our interpretation to the essence and meaning of the name 'aumiha' referring to the heavy rough seas and 'miha' - also refers to the calf of a
whale, and the proximity and association with the moana also adds to the
affirmation of our decision.
On the basis as explained above, for Ngaati Paoa is enough grounds to
maintain the name 'Omiha'.’
While Ngāti Paoa support retaining the name Omiha, the information
provided reflects a number of other spellings:
-

Ōmiha – belonging to ‘Miha’

-

Au miha – rough seas

-

miha –whale calves

The NZGB Secretariat re-reviewed the Māori Land Court minutes for
Kauakarau Block, Whakanewha Block, and the adjacent Rangihoua Block,
but did not find any references to ‘Au miha’.

ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
The NZGB Secretariat has not found additional documents that name
‘Omiha’ or ‘Rocky Bay’ at earlier dates or differently to what was previously
reported to the NZGB in September 2016. The NZGB may consider current
local use of the names Rocky Bay and Omiha to be more important than the
historic account.
There is evidence of the historical and current use of ‘Omiha’, although
Rocky Bay appears to be used more frequently by locals at present.
Whether or not Omiha is an ‘original Māori name’, it is on official maps
because the subdivision for this locality/village was established with this
name.
This photo dated c.1940 shows a sign at the entrance to the locality/village,
naming ‘Omiha Rocky Bay’ and ‘Omiha Beach Estate’. The previously cited
ferry timetables only referred to ‘Omiha’.
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3

Based on other historic photos held by Alexander Turnbull Library, by 1950
the sign appears to have been removed. The wharf was demolished in
1962.
The NZGB Secretariat noted further maps and plans dating to the 1850-60’s
showing ‘Whakanewha’ cartographically as the name for the entire bay, eg
Roll 16 (1863):

ADDITIONAL CONSULTATION
One of the main issues cited in the proposals is the confusion between the
Omiha and Rocky Bay names, and the effect this has on emergency
responses and postal services.
The NZGB Secretariat has received access to the private localities dataset4,
used by NZ Post and all emergency services, and has requested NZ Police
and NZ Post to provide their views.
Localities
Dataset

This dataset is maintained by NZ Fire with NZ Police, QV5, NZ Post, LINZ
advisors, and TAs6 contributing. Emergency services use the dataset as a
single frame of reference for their administrative operations.
The localities dataset records ‘Omiha’ as a locality for the populated area.
Individual users can create operational derivatives and add aliases against
place names to ensure fast and accurate identification in an emergency
situation.

3

The strong bonds in Rocky Bay, Waiheke Gulf News, 3 July 2008
http://www.linz.govt.nz/about-linz/our-location-strategy/geospatial-data-themes-and-datasets/administrativeboundaries-theme/nz-localities-suburbs-dataset accessed 16 March 2017
5
QV – Quotable Values New Zealand
6
TA – Territorial Authority
4
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Localities layer
over NZTopo50-BA33

The NZGB Secretariat notes that the localities dataset layer uses
‘Kauakarau Bay’ for Kuakarau Bay, an official name altered from
Kauakarau Bay in 2004.

NZ Police

On 16 February 2017 the NZGB Secretary contacted NZ Police to confirm
whether they used Rocky Bay aliases for Omiha and Omiha Bay in their
system.
On 3 March 2017 NZ Police advised that its database, shared with NZ Fire,
contained several methods of identifying and verifying a location. NZ Police
provided examples showing that ‘Rocky Bay’ and ‘Omiha’ are recorded as
aliases of one another. NZ Police advised that anyone anywhere in New
Zealand who provided only a single point of reference, whether ‘Omiha’ or
‘Rocky Bay’, might create a delay in response.
NZ Police advised they had ‘spoken with members of the Fire Service
Communications Centre here in Central and Northern Communications, as
well as three of my colleagues in the Police Northern Communications
Centre. None of those spoken with had any knowledge of any issues that
their staff had over verifying locations on Waiheke Island.’

NZ Post

On 17 February 2017 NZ Post advised that it had no specific delivery
complaints on record for mail addressed to Rocky Bay or Omiha.

OFFICIAL INFORMATION ACT REQUESTS
The proposer made two requests under the Official Information Act on 6
October 2016 and 31 January 2017. Some redactions were made to
preserve privacy and free and frank advice between officials.
6 October 2016

On 28 and 31 October 2016 the proposer received:
-
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a copy of the proposal report and all email correspondence from 4 April
2016 (the date of the proposal) to 6 October 2017 (the date of the OIA
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request). The emails covered consultation, research, orthography, and
the NZGB Secretariat’s peer review process.
31 January 2017

copies of all supporting documents to the proposal report.

On 4 February 2017 the proposer received all NZGB Secretariat
correspondence between 6 October 2016 and 31 January 2017. Almost all
material related to consultation with mana whenua via TPK, and
consultation with Waiheke Local Board.

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL FROM THE PROPOSER
Since the NZGB’s meeting on 28 September 2016 the proposer has
provided additional material and comments for the NZGB’s consideration.
Some of the additional material responds to information and
correspondence received from the NZGB Secretariat under the Official
Information Act.
The NZGB is asked to consider the additional material provided in full, which
is attached to this report as supporting documents.
The content of the additional material is briefly summarised below.
11 November
2016

Provided a link to a Scoop.co.nz article on Waiheke House Boats at Rocky
Bay7.

28 November
2016

Extensive comments and assessment on a range of historic maps and
charts, including BA Chart 1896 (1857) and the PWD flyer for Omiha Beach
Estate (1922).
Reiterated authority of ‘1877 Crown Grant map’ [20th century photostat of
Roll Map 66].
Reiterated Omiha is not an original Māori name.
Reiterated that the name Omiha was for a whare.
Advised that the NZGB Secretariat’s investigation of historical material
relating to the Omiha name is unlawful.
Stated that lives are at risk in terms of emergency responses, as long as
Omiha and Omiha Bay are used in Policy/Fire/Ambulance databases.

24 January 2017

PDF of an article written by the proposer about the 1922 Omiha Beach
Estate subdivision, and the O’Brien brothers’ background.
Assessed some of the material the NZGB Secretariat obtained from
Archives NZ and Auckland War Memorial Museum.
Stated that naming the subdivision Omiha was a ‘criminal action’.

30 January 2017

Provided three photos of the bay and Rocky Bay Memorial Cruising Club8,
founded in 1940’s.
Reiterated the authority of the ‘1877 Crown Grant map’.

7

http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/CU1611/S00252/waiheke-house-boats-another-way-of-life.htm Accessed 23 March
2017
8
https://www.rockybaycruisingclub.co.nz/about Accessed 22 March 2017
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30 January 2017

Provided further commentary on NZGB Secretariat emails provided with the
first Official Information Act request.
Noted that the Māori Land Block underlying the present locality/village was
[Kauakarau] Block, and that this Block name was referred to in the Public
Works Office Omiha subdivision material.
Reiterated the authority of the ‘1877 Crown Grant map’.
Agreed that Omiha was used as a marketing name for the subdivision of
the O’Brien brothers’ land.
Criticises the NZGB Secretariat consultation process having sought the
views of local transport agencies.

2 February 2017
7 February 2017

Advised the NZGB Secretariat of his presentation to Waiheke Local Board,
and reported on the support received from Board members and locals.
Cited example of an emergency service delay due to a Call Centre being
unable to identify Rocky Bay.
Reiterated that Whakanewha is the original Māori name, used as the name
of the Māori Land Block, and on maps and charts.
Reiterated that Omiha was a marketing name, not an original Māori name.
Suggests duplication issues for the Rocky Bay are not relevant, as it is the
only Rocky Bay at Waiheke Island.

15 February
2017

Additional comments on emergency service issues.
Highlighted potential confusion between Omaha on the mainland and
Omiha.
Reiterated that naming Omiha in 1922 was ‘criminal’.
Suggested fatal consequences in a major disaster such as a tsunami
because of confusion.
Advised that a Justice of the Peace, Lomond Brown, found use of any name
other than Rocky Bay (for the locality) ‘astonishing’.

21 April 2017

Advice of local signage.
Sign at 72 Fairview Crescent (at northwest edge Whakanewha Region Park)
directs to ‘Rocky Bay and Crosby Reserve’, and ‘Whakanewha Beach – Park
Entrance’.
Sign at the top of the beach in easternmost bay shows ‘Whakanewha Bay’.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
1. Proposal Report – Rocky Bay – 28 September 2016
2. OIA Cover Letter – 27 October 2016
3. OIA Cover Letter – 24 February 2017
4. Email from Proposer - 11 November 2016
5. Email from Proposer - 28 November 2016
6. PDF Article from Proposer - 24 January 2017
7. Email from Proposer – 30 January 2017
8. Email from Proposer – 30 January 2017
9. Emails from Proposer - 2, 7 February 2017
10. Email from Proposer - 15 February 2017
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11. Email from NZ Post – 17 February 2017
12. Email from NZ Police – 6 March 2017
13. Email from Waiheke Local Board – 15 February 2017
14. Email from Ngāti Paoa – 25 March 2017
15. Message from proposer with 10 images of signs – 21 April 2017
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